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How long will it take this kind of individual to realize that he and only he is going to do it all by himself let us look at spirit and the plane consciousnesses for a few
moments spirit is one of the three prime forces or consciousnesses if you will one of the three prime consciousnesses in the creation spirit opposes by polarity creation
substance these two kinds of force or energy are different in more ways than just by polarity spirit is negative creation substance is positive spirit is always moving is
light is untransmutable or unchangeable creation substance is still is dark is transmutable or changeable by spirit
These two basic to the creation forces are the cause of the third force soul as spirit transmutes creation substance by neutralizing its polarity by moving its
stillu00acness by lighting its darkness by forming its very substance into all of the many and varied forms we find in the mineral plant and animal world spirit finds
cause to form a record of this activity this record becomes per manent as it becomes the third force this soul this third force contains the ability to stimulate spirit into
new directions of activity using the record of past experiences as a basis
Spirit is untransmutable we said that simply means that it cannot change into creation substance or soul then if spirit were to experience creation substance in say its
transmuted and compressed plane forms it would have to project consciousness into the area where these planes were located spirit could not enter the planes in body
in substance in form it would have to stand aside and project consciousness into the planes
Your spirit transmuted creation substance as found on the twelfth plane and of this substance produced a body of crystalized material then it projected its own spiritual
consciousness into this crystal which it uses as a point of contact with the twelfth plane in turn but millions of years apart it repeated the process down through the
planes until it had ten of them mastered
The briefest of summaries must do for the moment just enough to base our understanding of our position in the creation
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